GUIDELINES FOR PARTICIPATION IN RACE TO SPACE

Following are the Guidelines for Participation in RACE TO SPACE. Understanding the guidelines thoughtfully is the responsibility of the school.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Hindu Publication Group, a leading newspaper publication in India, presents “RACE TO SPACE” in collaboration with Lido Learning – an ed-tech company revolutionizing education through a unique and immersive online platform for every child in India.

II. REGISTRATION PROCESS
a) Registration process will start from 15th April 2019 and end on 30th September 2019
b) The Schools can register for RACE TO SPACE by filling a registration form available in the welcome kit which needs to be signed and stamped by the school authorities.
c) The registration form which is not duly filled with all the details, the same will be rejected and automatically disqualified. The decision of the organizer in this regard shall be final and binding.
d) Schools can contact us on our helpline number – 981-975-0035 or write to us at racetospace@lidolearning.com

III. ADMISSIBILITY FOR RACE TO SPACE
All students enrolled in the Schools between Grade V to VIII are eligible to participate in the RACE TO SPACE. All students shall be divided into 2 (two) groups whereby students between Grade 5 and Grade 6 shall fall under Group 1 and students between Grade 7 and Grade 8 shall fall under Group 2.

III. PRIZE FOR THE WINNERS
a) Winners from Round 1 will represent their School at a City Level along with a certificate of excellence from RACE TO SPACE
b) Winners from Round 2 will stand a chance to win an all-expense paid trip to NASA, USA with their Principal/One Teacher and cash prizes for the students.

Team Race to Space will select the winners and sponsor all the prize as set out in the Invitation letter. All of the above will be carried out basis internal criteria and evaluations set by Team Race to Space. Team Race to Space decision in this regard shall be final and binding and the Schools shall not have any right to interfere in any manner whatsoever in the selection of the winners. All expenses for winners wrt. Travel, stay, visa, tickets for NASA trip will be borne by Team Race to Space. The prize shall be non-transferable.

The guidelines of RACE TO SPACE set out herein are governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of India. All matters with respect to RACE TO SPACE are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts at Mumbai only.